We investigate binary search trees formed from sequences of nondistinct keys under two models. In the first model, an input sequence is composed from elements of a given finite multiset and all possible sequences are equally-likely. In the second model, an input sequence is composed from n elements of a (possibly infinite) set, where each key has a specified probability; the n keys are independently chosen from the given set.
Introduction and basic definitions
A binary search tree (BST) is a common choice for a data structure in order to store a set of keys which can be compared by an ordering relation. The keys are inserted into the BST one at a time in the order in which they appear in the input sequence. A root node is created for the first element; a further entering key is inserted into the left subtree if it is strictly less than the key at the root, and into the right subtree if it is greater than it. The inserting key is subjected recursively to the same treatment, until the key itself or a unique insertion position is found (cf. [S, p. procedure insert(key: integer; var t: tree); begin if t = nil then t := newnode (key, nil, nil) else if key = t t.info then STOP {** key already in the tree**} else if key > t T. info then insert (key, t t. right) else insert (key, t 1. left)
end;
Applying this classical algorithm to a given sequence w, a BST is generated whose number of nodes is equal to the distinct keys appearing in w. As usual in computer applications, we shall work with extended BST's (EBST's), i.e., we extend a BST generated by the above algorithm by adding the right number of external nodes (diagrammed as q ) to each original (internal) node (diagrammed as 0) to make the outdegrees of all internal nodes uniformly equal to two (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, every internal node x contains a key (denoted by k(x)) and has two sons; every square node has zero sons. An EBST Tis represented by T = (rT, IT, LT), where rr EI~ u LT is the root of T, and Ir (resp. LT) is the set of internal (resp. external) nodes of T. Furthermore, we assume that the external nodes are numbered by 0, 1, . . . . (IT1 from left to right.
In this paper we shall deal with EBST's formed from sequences of nondistinct keys. A similar but quite different investigation has been done in [3] . Here, we shall consider the following two models:
(1) The Multiset-model (A-model): In this model we assume that -an input sequence w is composed from elements of a finite multiset M = {N,. 1, . . . . N,,,. m}, i.e., the number #i(w) of occurrences of the key' in N, := {1,2, a**, m} appearing in w is equal to Ni E IV, 1 i i < m; -all possible input sequences of length 1 i Q i ~ m Ni are equally likely, i.e., a sequence w has the probability Pr (2) The Probability-model (P-model): In this model we assume that -an input sequence w is composed from n elements of a set Q c N, where the key i E 4 has the probability pi; -the n keys appearing in the input sequence w are independently chosen from %!, i.e., a sequence o has the probability Pr[w]:= n,,, ~7'"). ' Throughout this paper, we use the notation "the ith smallest key" and "the key i" synonymously. If the additional conditions pi > 0, i E a!, and Cier pi = 1 are valid, then the pmodel is called complete &W-model). Thus, in the %W-model, the pi, ie $2, form a probability distribution on the set of keys %!. If %! = N, for fixed rn~ N (resp. C& = F+J), then the &model is called finite (resp. injriiinite).
Generally, it is not hard to see that the probability of a given EBST T = (rT, I,, LT) under the _/Z-model is equal to P? [T] = n NW-%
(1) T'rSUB(T) CxeIyNk(x) ' T'=(r~,,lr,.&)
where SUB(T) denotes the set consisting of all subtrees of T. Relation (1) generalizes to sequences composed from elements of a given multiset the corresponding result under the WY-model [8, Ex. 6.2.2.51. Alternatively, the probability Pr"[T] can also be expressed by means of the permutations of the keys stored in T. For this purpose, let fir be the set of all permutations which generate T. Given a fixed permutation CJ = o(l), . ..) o(m)ESZT, all input sequences o which generate the same EBST as the permutation (T are given by3
where #g(i)(O) = N,(i), 1 < i Q m. An elementary enumeration shows that the number of all such sequences is equal to n( N r,m-l-Cr<i<vNaci,
Thus, to obtain the contribution of all these sequences to the probability Pr"[T], we have to divide this product by the number of possible sequences, i.e., by N, i ,,,!/(N1!NZ! ..eN,,,!). Therefore, we find the following. alternative expression after 3 The abbreviation {x 1, . . . .x,}* denotes the set of all sequences composed from elements of the set {x1, . . , x,}, including the empty sequence.
simplifications (2)
Under the Smodel, the probability Pr" [T] of an EBST T = (rT, IT, LT) can be computed as follows: Again, let Q2T be the set of all permutations of the keys XT:= (k(x)Ix~I,) which generate the tree T. Without loss of generality, let XT:= N,I,,. Thus by (lb IQrl = lITI! ~(l/lZ,,O, w h ere the product takes place over all T' = (rT,,ZTf,LTv) c SUB(T). Given a fixed permutation 0 = o(l)...a(lZTI)~QT, all input sequences o which generate the same EBST as the permutation CJ are all sequences of length n in the set
. . ..wTI)}*.
Hence, the contribution of all these sequences to the probability Pr"[T] is equal to4
cz"' l.!L 1 -~,'P:':'.Po,r, . .
Therefore, the probability of the EBST T = (r,, IT, LT) is given by yP(a') = n 1 n V"", ",....,"a 20 1gvia n,+...+n.=n-u we immediately obtain Pr"[T] = p"9'jl""IZTl!fl l/)ZTSI, where the product takes place over all T' = (rTp, IT,, LTp) c SUB(T). To obtain an asymptotic equivalent to Pr"[r] under the finite Y-model for large n, a singularity analysis [S] immediately implies and therefore, Thus, under the finite WY-model, the probability Pr" [T] of an EBST T is equal to
if IIT( = m, because x 1 G r G ,,, ppcrj = 1. Here, fi is a constant less than one. Comparing the formulae presented in (2) and (3), we observe the following relationship between the A-model and the finite @'S-model for large n:
The probability PrV4" [T] In this respect, the finite %B-model tends to the &!-model for long input sequences. Note that the system of linear equations Nk = pkNl,,,, 1 < k < m, has always the nontrivial solution Nk = (p,Jp,) A, I E FU, 1 < k < m.
Let us illustrate the preceding considerations by an example. For this purpose, choose (m, N1, NZ, N3):= (3,2,1,3). The EBST's appearing under the A-model with these parameters are drawn in Fig. 1 . The EBST T1 (resp. T2; T3; T,; T,) is generated by 10 (resp. 20; 10; 15; 5) input sequences. Furthermore, we have QT, = (3 2 1) (resp. QT,=(312};Rra={213,231};Qr,={132};~,,={123}).
The EBST's appearing under the Y-model with the parameters (m, n) := (3,4) are drawn in Fig. 2 . The EBST Ti, iE [l:3] (resp. iE [4:9] ; ie[10:14]\{12); i = 12) is generated by 1 (resp. 7; 6; 12) input sequences. Choosing (p1,p2,p3):= (f, $, :), the B-model is complete. In that case, the probability of the EBST TA+g, 1 d A< 5, in Fig. 2 tends to the probability of the corresponding EBST T, in Fig. 1 for large n; the probability of the remaining EBST's Tn, 1 < 1 d 9, tends exponentially to zero for growing n. T3  T4  T5  T6  T7 In both models, we shall derive general explicit expressions for the expected values of the following characteristic parameters defined on the corresponding EBST's: -The left (resp. right) depth Idi (resp. rd,(T)) of the key ic N, [Theorem 1, 3] .
TI TZ
The left (resp. right) depth of a key is equal to the number of leftgoing (resp. rightgoing) branches on the path from the root of the EBST to the node containing that key; - The level of the ith external node is equal to the number of internal nodes on the path from the root of the EBST to the ith external node. Thus, the sequence lo(T),
II(T)
I (T) describes the contour of the tree; 9 -**, m -The left (resp. right) side Is(T) (resp. rs(T)) of an EBST [Corollary 1, Theorem 43.
The left (resp. right) side of an EBST is equal to the number of internal nodes on the path from its root to the leftmost (resp. rightmost) external node; -The internal (resp. external) path length Ipl(T) (resp. epl(T)) of an EBST [Corollary I, 5771.
The internal (resp. external) path length of an EBST T is equal to the sum of all depths (resp. levels) of all keys (resp. external nodes) appearing in T. It is well-known that epl(T) = ipl(T) + 2(ZT) for every EBST T.
All these parameters are directly related to the number of comparisons for a successful or an unsuccessful search in an EBST [7, 8] . Note that Is(T) = I,(T) = Id,(T) + 1 and rs(T) = I,,,,(T) = rd,,,,(T) + 1. Furthermore, Is(T) (resp. rs(T)) is equal to the number of left-to-right minima (resp. left-to-right maxima) appearing in the input sequence which generates the EBST T. Here, a key appearing in an input sequence is a left-to-right minimum (resp. left-to-right maximum) iff it is strictly less (resp. larger) than the keys to the left of that key [S] .
The derived closed-form expressions also imply some nonobvious relations satisfied Proof. (a) The probability q5 that the key s E N, appears at the root node of an EBST is equal to the probability that the first key of the input sequence is equal to s. Thus, 45: := N,INL,. Now, we have to distinguish between three cases: Case 1: The key ig N, appears at the root of the EBST.
In this case, the contribution to Id\"'(N,, . . . . NJ is equal to zero. Case 2: The key iE f+&, appears in the left subtree of the root of the EBST.
In this case, a key kE N,\Ni appears at the root with probability qk. Hence, the contribution to with the initial condition rd :"(N,) = 0. This can be done in the same way as in part (a) of this proof. This completes the proof of our theorem.
q Using the definition of the corresponding parameters introduced at the end of the preceding section, we obtain the following general closed-form expressions by an application of Theorem 1. In the case of the internal path length, we have used the general identity 1 i<k<nHk=(n+ l)H,-n C7,p. 751.
Before proceeding with the discussion of the remaining parameters, let us consider two concrete examples in more detail. 
In the same way, the choice i := p yields . . . shows that it has exactly one extremum in the interval 10, l[. This extremum is a maximum and it is taken at x,, where x, satisfies the relation (dDiml/dx)(x,) = 0, i.e., 4x,4 -14~x2 + 18a'xi -(9a3 + 3a -2)x, + 6a2 -4a = 0. Interpreting x, as a function of a, then we observe that there exists an a 0 z 1.0329... such that x, is strictly monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) if 1 G a < a0 (resp. a 2 ao). The first few numerical values of x, are given in Table 1 
1
For m = 100, the graph of this function is drawn in Fig. 4(e) .
Next, let us focus on the frontier fri(T) of a key i E N, and on the level Ii(T) of the ith external node. For this purpose, we first introduce the notion of the weight of a key stored in an EBST T. Asssume that the jth external node is associated with a variable pj, 0 < j < m. The weight w i 'm3po,"" ','(T) relative to pO, . . . , pm of the key i E N, is equal to the sum of the variables associated with the external nodes of the subtree with the root containing that key. For example, the keys i E N3 appearing in the EBST's drawn in Fig. 1 have the weights summarized in Table 2 
l<i<m holds for the level of the jth external node of the EBST T. Now, the following theorem presents a closed-form expression for the expected weight of an EBST under the _M-model. Table 2 The weights of the keys appearing in the EBST's drawn in Fig. 1 Wpo
Theorem 2. The average weight relative to po, . . . , pm of the key ig N, stored in an EBST under the M-model is given by
T, Now, inserting (13) and (14) into (12), we obtain the result stated in our theorem. This completes the proof. Hence, we find the following result by means of relation (10).
Corollary 3. The average level of the jth external node appearing in an EBST under the A-model is given by
Note that the analogous result for random binary trees has been computed in [IS]. The second (resp. third) identity allows us to express the average left (resp. right) depth of the key iE N,_ 1 appearing in an EBST under the P-model with the parameters m-l,nand(p,,..., pm) (resp. M -1, n and (pl, . . . , p,,_ 1)) by the corresponding depth of that key in an EBST under the P-model with the parameters m, n and (0, p2, . . . , pm) (resp. m , n and (pl, . . . ,p,,_ 1, 0) 
Using the evaluation of these functions, the preceding lemma immediately yields the general closed-form expressions established in the following theorem. The asymptotic relations are directly implied by these expressions or by the relationship between the A-model and the finite @P-model observed in Section 1; the upper bounds follow from the inequality x/(x + y) < ln(1 + (x/y)), x 3 0, y > 0 [l, p. 701.
Theorem 3. (a) The average left depth of the key i E N, appearing in an EBST under the finite B-model is given by
ld!F',?il(p)= c pk Since the average depth d!:/(j) of the key i E N, appearing in an EBST under the P-model is equal to the sum of the left and right depth, the preceding results also present a closed-form expression for that parameter. Asymptotically, we obtain the result established in the following corollary. If w is an input sequence of length n composed from the keys appearing in N,, then the corresponding EBST has 2 1 $ i c ,,, (1 -6,iC,,, J internal nodes. Starting with this fact, a similar computation to the one performed in the proof of Lemma 1 leads to the following result which can also be verified by an elementary straightforward consideration. Next, let us turn to the average left (resp. right) side lsjl"'(fi) (resp. rs !,""(fi)) of an EBST under the finite P-model. As already observed in Section 2, this parameter is equal to one plus the left (resp. right) depth of the smallest (resp. largest) key. If Evaluating these functions at z = 0, we find the following explicit and asymptotic results. Here, go(n) denotes the number of the positive divisors of n E fW and f(x) is a bounded periodic function of period 1 and mean 0. Thus, the average right side of such an EBST grows logarithmically in the length of the input sequence and the average left side is bounded by a constant. The sum appearing in (22) can also be evaluated by Rice's method used in [9, lo] to obtain rsiml (b) for large n. Here, we find 1 :"I -logl,q(np) -& + ; +f@x3l,,h4).
Thus, an asymptotic equivalent to the average number of internal nodes appearing in an EBST under this model is log,,,(n).
The sum describing the asymptotic equivalent to the average left depth Id $I( b) is always bounded by a constant cq for large n. This can be verified by elementary calculations as follows: Since k > i + 1, we have 1 -q'-' B 1 -q'-' + qk < 1 -qi-r (l - The asymptotic equivalent to the average right depth rd $'(j) presented in (19) can be handled in the same way. For large n, this parameter is at most of order log,,,(n) if i < 1 + log,,,(n), and it tends to zero for i b 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n). This can be verified in a straightforward way as follows: Summing in the reverse order in (19) the right-hand side of that equality can easily be transformed into for all iE N. Next, let us consider By'(n). By (23) the term (1 -pqi-')" is exponentially small for i < 1 + (1 -s)log,,,(n). Hence, By'(n) = O(e-P"clogl,g(n)) which is negligible, being O(n-') for all s > 0. For i 3 1 + (1 + s)log,,,(n), the term (1 -pqi-')" is equal to 1 + O(nq'-'); thus B!'(n) = -p[i -1 + q&,(q) + O(niq'-')I. Since h(i):= iq'-', qE]O, l[, is monotone decreasing for i 2 -l/in(q), the O-term is equal to O(n-"log,,,(n)) and tends to zero for large n. In the case i -1 + log,,,(n), we find By (23), this bound is exponentially small for i G 1 + (1 -s)loglig(n). Thus, C!'(n) = o(1) for i d 1 + (1 -s)loglig(n), n-+ co. Using again (23), we find appear if we want to determine the average (left, right) depth of the ith key or the average left (right) side of the corresponding EBST's under the 'GM-model if the keys are distributed according to any standard discrete distribution such as to the binomial, hypergeometric, negative bionomial or the Poisson distribution; in all these cases, the evaluation of the irreducible sums induced by the explicit formulae presented in Theorems 3 and 4 require a further substantial amount of (asymptotic) work to get a concrete insight into the behaviour of the corresponding parameters. Another open question is the derivation of closed-form expressions for the higher moments. In the case that the keys are uniformly or geometrically distributed (Examples 3 and 5) the variance of the left and right side of an EBST has already been computed in [9, Theorems 4 and 71.
Finally note that we have not stated an explicit expression for the average level ILTj(b) of the jth external node appearing in an EBST with m nodes under the finite B-model. In principle, such an expression can be derived in the same way as the formulae presented in Theorem 3; but the corresponding expression is cumbersome and less informative. On the other hand, we can use the earlier mentioned relationship between the A-model and the finite WY-model to obtain a simple expression for I f,yj (fi), at least for n + co. So, we find by an application of Corollary 3 for the average level of the jth external node in an EBST with m nodes under the GW-model
